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Dear Peter,
The following letter and reply appeared in the September 1998 issue of
"SAGA magazine". Dianne wrote to the magazine and suggested that the
writer of the letter get in touch with you. However, we thought you might
like a copy.
**********
LOST LINE
My grandfather was a Roland Whitelocke Whitlock and through him I possess
the Whitlock family tree - a comprehensive document containing ancestors
back to 1239. Having no male issue, my grandfather's line terminated with
his death in 1940, by which time he'd lost touch with his family. I would
like to return it to the family but don't know how to start. Any claimant
would need to know their ancestry to the beginning of the century.
ANYTHING about family history is precious to someone - what seems pointless
and boring when you're 20 gets interesting when you have children of your
own - when you see yourself becoming an ancestor, you might say. You can
contact GOONS (the Guild of One Name Studies), Box G (FTM), 14 Charterhouse
Buildings, Goswell Road, London ECIM 7BA (enclosing sae 22xll cm for
brochure) or buy Family Tree magazine. If anyone offers you an expensive
book called something like The Whitlocks of the World, ignore it - it will
only give you a vague outline of how to trace your ancestors. You may have
to wait till a friend of a Whitlock happens to pick it up - I was put on to
a memoir by a great-uncle of mine by a reader who'd happened to spot it
advertised in some publication. Turned out this stalwart great-uncle used
to row on the Thames through the locks where I merely motor boat; made me
feel a real softie, but it was fascinating.
**********
Yours,
Ian Gardner
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